We study a proprietary dataset detailing the terms of over 1,000 sales transactions to 218 firms by a mechanics importer in an Asian country. Kickbacks are commons: 85 firms demand cash kickbacks in order to make a purchase. We find government firms to be the most corrupt, requiring kickbacks 47% of the time. However, private domestic firms are not free of corruption, with 32% requiring kickbacks. Perhaps most surprisingly, foreign firms, which offer higher salaries and have more educated employees, are more corrupt than domestic private firms: 40% of them take kickback. Japanese firms stand out as particularly corrupt. From the selling firm"s perspective, transactions with higher kickbacks also have higher prices and higher markups. These findings suggest specific implications for corporate governance in emerging markets, where corruption is often widespread.
Introduction
Corruption is common in emerging markets, and may stifle economic growth through a range of channels: inefficiently low provision of public goods and services; poor allocation of contracts, and transfers from the public treasury to bureaucrats. While much attention has focused on the misbehavior of local government officials, less scholarly attention has been paid to the role of firms in extra-legal payments. Many multinationals have been known to pay kickbacks in order to sell their products 1 . This problem was so pervasive that OECD countries had to enter an AntiBribery Convention to coordinate their collective action to control bribery in overseas markets.
However, bribery is believed to continue in different forms, such as paying large commissions to local traders, so that they can bribe on the behalf of multinationals (Singh 2000 , Moran 2006 ). This illicit practice still remains largely a black box to researchers.
All large organizations (such as a government agency or a private firm), delegate decisionmaking rights to employees. Typically, information frictions limit the organization's ability to provide incentives that induce profit-maximizing (or cost-minimizing) behavior (Jensen and Meckling 1976) . Particularly when the supervisor is not the principal, she might not spend sufficient efforts to obtain the information about purchased good"s quality and price, thus creating room for misbehavior by employees. The procurement staff then can collude with selling firm to exploit this information rent, contracting to pay a higher than necessary price, with a side-payment made from the selling firm to the buying agent (Laffont and Tirole 1991; Arozamena and Weinschelbaum 2009 ).
Such corrupt behavior can be more serious in government than in private firms: private firms focus on maximizing profit and can incentivize their employees to achieve this objective; government firms do not always maximize profit and therefore may not provide employees with sufficient incentive to be honest (Banerjee, Hanna and Mullainathan 2009) . In other words, ownership structure can be an important determinant of corruption. Also, the split of the information rent between the selling firm and procurement staff depends on the negotiation power, which in turn may also vary with firms" ownership.
Despite a significant body of theoretical work, empirical evidence on corruption has relied mostly on subjective data, such as surveys of corruption perceptions, which have some inherent limitations (Rose-Ackerman, 2006). 2 Unsurprisingly, it is difficult to observe and measure the private benefits of employees and the cost that they incur to their firms. To date, the inability to observe these private benefits has made it nearly impossible to say anything about the extent and magnitude of these costs, much less test theoretical predictions.
This paper analyzes the amount of bribe required by buyers in more than one thousand sales transactions. The data are precise, as they come from the accounting software of a trading firm operating in Indochina. 3 The firm has provided the data to one of the authors on the condition that the identity of the firm and the clients not be disclosed. These unique data allow us to provide some of the first ever precise measurements of corruption, linking the presence and size of extra-legal payments to transaction-level details, as well as corporate governance, ownership, compensation and monitoring. 4 Internal records of organizations engaging in illicit activities like this one, although difficult to obtain, can provide valuable insight into these activities. Levitt and Venkatesh (2000) , for example, use the internal records of a drug-selling gang to understand the incentives faced by gang members. In a similar spirit, our paper provides an inside perspective on the kickback business, which would not be accessible otherwise. Like Levitt and Venkatesh"s study, we focus on exposing the operation of the kickback business of one organization, showing relationships between ownership, kickback and profit, and not making econometric arguments about causalities. This paper is one of the first outputs of a larger research program to collect and study actual bribery data from corporations.
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Using this confidential dataset, we were able to show for the first time the relationship between firm ownership and employee corruption. Consistent with Shleifer"s argument (1998), we find that government ownership is associated with high levels of corruption in sales. Firms with 100% government ownership have even higher corruption than firms with lower-than-100% government ownership. Surprisingly, we find that foreign ownership is associated with higher corruption than domestic private ownership. However, firms with 100% foreign ownership have less corruption than firms with lower-than-100% foreign ownership. Among foreign firms, OECD firms are significantly less corrupt, with the exception of Japanese firms, which are extremely corrupt. Our analysis suggests that paying higher kickbacks to private firms helps the selling firm to earn higher profit. However, this pattern does not hold for government and foreign firms. This may speak of the role of negotiation power among these firms.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses descriptive statistics. Section III provides the background of the industrial supplier and describes its sales and bribing practices.
Section IV analyzes the relationship between ownership and kickbacks. Section IV studies the relationship between profitability and kickback. The paper ends with a brief discussion of the implication of the results and limitations of the paper. This trading firm imports industrial equipment and parts from Europe and sells them to firms in the northern region of the country. It has been in this business for more than 10 years and is currently one of the four leading national suppliers in this competitive market. The firm sells to all types of buyers, including private, government and foreign firms. Among the buyers, 61% are private firms, 23% are firms (or organizations) with some or full government ownership, 9% are firms (or organizations) with some or full foreign ownership, and the remaining 6% have both government and foreign ownership. The average annual revenue, labor force and wage of the buying firms are 389 persons and $30.4, respectively. This average labor force and wage include both managerial staff and workers. Government and foreign firms have a much larger labor force than domestic private firms do. Foreign firms pay workers significantly higher than government and private firms do. The average cost of a sales contract is $1,211. This is the cost that the selling firm has to pay in order to import the product (we use this cost instead of sales value to avoid having profit on both sides of regression equations). Government contracts are about one and half times larger than contracts with foreign or domestic private buyers. This has an implication for negotiation power, which we will discuss in Section III.
Descriptive Statistics
The fact that the trading firm sells to a broad base of buyers is useful because it allows us to examine how corruption varies with firm characteristics. Out of these 218 buyers, 85 took kickbacks.
As commonly believed, government firms are quite corrupt -47% of them took kickbacks.
Surprisingly, the level of corruption among private firms is also significant, 32% of them take kickback. This suggests that agency is also a problem for private firms. For foreign firms, 40% take kickbacks. The fact that foreign firms are more corrupt than private domestic firms is very intriguing because foreign firms are known for paying higher salaries and having access to better management skills. Our analysis in the next section will explore why it is the case.
Bribing for Sales in Practice
The marketing and sales process of this supplier consists of six main steps: identifying potential clients; approaching them; pre-contract negotiations; entering into a contract; receiving payment and (sometimes) giving kickbacks. In the first step, identifying potential clients, the supplier looks for information in business directories, particularly in areas related to its products (heavy industries). It also has stalls at industrial exhibitions. The supplier tries to determine which firms are likely to buy its products.
In the second step, the supplier"s sales force approaches the clients identified as leads in the first step. For a new client, this is a lengthy process. Initially the supplier"s salespeople contact the potential client to request a meeting. If the client accepts the offer to meet, the salespeople make a presentation about the products to the CEO or head engineer. After this meeting, the salespeople follow up with several phone calls and possibly further meetings. Many of these efforts do not lead to sales as these firms already buy from different suppliers. After several contacts, some firms may agree to consider purchasing from the supplier.
It might take a few rounds of offers before the client agrees to enter the third stepnegotiating a procurement contract. They negotiate the price, quality, post-sales services and the kickback if the client shows interest. The request for kickback is initiated by the client. The supplier gives its salespeople a minimum price list and allows them to pay kickbacks up to 5% of the value of the contract. For any price lower than the listed prices, or for a kickback greater than 5% of the contract values, the salespeople are required to obtain authorization from the CEO. Competition in the market makes the supplier"s offer very similar in quality, price and kickback levels.
If an agreement is reached, the typical process is the following. After signing the contract, the client makes a deposit of roughly 30% of the contract value, and the supplier places the overseas order (a deposit is usually necessary because these products are customized and would be difficult to be sold to other clients.) It takes about 1-2 weeks for the supplier to deliver the product, and the client usually pays the rest of the contract"s value at delivery. In some cases, the supplier may allow the client to hold back a small amount (roughly 20% of the contracted value) until one month after delivery so that the client can make sure that the product meets the specified quality.
The kickback is paid only after all contract payments have been made. This is quite different from the kickback-payment method used by in other firms that deal with larger contract values (see Tran 2011.) When contract values are large, selling firms usually pay kickbacks as a percentage of the actual payment, that is, they do not wait until all payments have been made. Even this supplier mentioned that in a few cases when contract values are high, the buyer insisted part of the kickback be paid before all payments had been made.
Bribing is efficient in the sense that almost all kickbacks are paid in cash. Even though these deals take place in an Asian country with a very strong tradition of exchanging gifts at important holidays (such as on the New Year Eve), buyers express strong preference for cash. Kickbacks simply come in cash stuffed in envelops with the amount written clearly outside. In some instances, the supplier even wires the kickback money through the post office, to recipients in remote areas.
This suggests that concern over legal action may be minimal.
Firms" Ownership and Corruption
To study the relationship between corruption and ownership, we run the following model:
Each observation is a sales transaction to firm i at time t. All models cluster errors by buyer. We measure Kickback it in two ways: first, as a dummy indicating whether the buyer takes a kickback;
second, as the size of the kickback, expressed as a percentage of the cost of the equipment to the importing firm. We measure government ownership either with a dummy for any government ownership, or by breaking this dummy into two separate indicator variables, one for firms with less than 100% government ownership, and one for firms that are wholly government owned. Our measures of Foreign Ownership are calculated similarly. We do not have the data on the precise number of shares owned by the foreign investors. Control variables X it include the buying firm"s wage, equipment cost, annual revenue, ratio of computers per worker. We use the latter as a measure of the firms "modernity" or sophistication. However, when foreign investors have a complete control of the firms, corruption seems to be reduced. The probability of taking kickbacks decreases by 3.0 percentage points (not statistically significant), while the amount of kickback goes down by 7.2 percentage points, statistically significant at the 10 percent level. This non-monotonous relationship between foreign ownership and corruption suggests that mixed-ownership firms may be particularly bad at controlling employee behavior.
Government firms provide the most conducive conditions for corruption to flourish. Table   2 shows that government ownership is robustly associated with corruption across all specifications.
Columns 4A and 4B show that government firms take kickbacks more often than private firms by 25.7 percentage points. Their average kickback is also higher by 3.46 percentage points. When the government has 100% control of a firm, its employees become even more corrupt, taking dramatically higher kickbacks. The size of the kickback increase by 14.4 percentage points when the government owns the entire firm. Government ownership is associated with corruption, and full government ownership is the worst.
The coefficient on log cost of equipment is economically and statistically significant.
Corruption increases with the equipment value. This positive relationship holds even when corruption is measured as percent of equipment cost, which usually leads to a negative relationship in the presence of measurement errors. Also, Table 2 shows that buying firms" size, wage and the use of computers do not have significant relationship with corruption. The coefficients for wage are uniformly negative, which is consistent with the hypothesis that high wage reduces corruption (Besley and McLaren 2009 ).
Let us return to the relationship between foreign ownership and corruption, which is rather unexpected. Obviously, foreign ownership is a very general category and investors might come from countries with vastly different norms against corruption. To get a better understanding of foreign ownership, we add a dummy for ownership by OECD countries. When standing alone, this dummy does not appear to have a significant effect on corruption (columns 2A and 2C in Table 3 ). Among OECD firms, however, Japanese firms are notoriously known for paying bribes. 6 But it is unclear whether Japanese firms are also susceptible to taking bribes. After including a dummy for Japanese ownership in columns 3A and 3B, the coefficient for OECD becomes strongly negative while the coefficient for Japan is strongly positive. That is, OECD ownership is associated with a decrease of 5.4 percentage points in kickback, but Japanese ownership is associated with an increase of 20.1 percent. Japanese firms seem to allow both giving and taking bribes. Overall, after controlling for Japanese ownership, the coefficient for foreign ownership falls from 10.2 to 6.2 but remains significant. After taking Japan and OECD firms out, foreign firms still take higher kickback than domestic private firms.
Paying Kickback and Earning Profit
In the previous section, we have seen that the level of kickback varies across different ownership types. In this section, we examine whether paying kickbacks is associated with higher profits for the selling firm. A key requirement for corruption to occur is that the principal of the buying firm has less information, particularly about the quality and market price of the purchased goods, than does the buyer. This information is shared by the selling firm and the employees of the buying firms. One question is how this information rent is split between the selling firm and the procurement staff of the buying firms. There are two hypotheses. The first is that staff of an organization with poor incentives (such as a government firm) may have little motivation to negotiate for a good deal for their employer, and therefore would let the seller earn a high profit regardless of kickback size. The second is that staff of an organization that buys a large contract, tend to have more negotiation power and can exact the larger part of the rent. Although these two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, they lead to opposite predictions in our case. Government firms are known for having poor incentives but at the same time they tend to have large contracts (the average cost of equipment is 47% higher than that of private firms). The first hypothesis predicts that the profits in the contract with government firms tend to be larger than that of private firms. The second hypothesis predicts the opposite.
Turning to the data, we run the following model: Table 4 reports the results of this model. Column 1 regresses profit on government and foreign ownership. Column 2 regresses profit on kickback, ownerships and the interactions between them. Column 3, adds control variables and year dummies. As a robustness check, columns 4, 5, and 6 replicate column 3 on separate samples of government, foreign, domestic private firms. Columns 2 and 3 show a positive relationship between kickback and profit among domestic private firms.
Column 4 runs in the sample of only domestic private firms and provides a result consistent with columns 2 and 3. Its estimate is very close with Column 3 and indicates that one percentage point increase in kickback is associated with roughly 1.2 percentage point increase in sales profit. In both columns 2 and 3, the interaction between government ownership and kickback has a significant negative coefficient, implying that kickbacks to government firms may yield less profit, relative to kickbacks paid to private firms. Column 5, which runs the analysis only on the sample of government firms, shows a negative but insignificant relationship between kickback and profit. This suggests that paying kickbacks to a government firm does not help to increase profit. The interaction of kickback and foreign ownership has a positive but not significant coefficient in column 2 and 3. Column 6 also shows a positive and insignificant relationship between kickback and profit. This might be because we do not have sufficient number of observations, or maybe foreign firms are too heterogeneous. The standard errors of kickback are very high, suggesting a large variation among foreign firms. Note that foreign firms come from very different countries.
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the actual records of kickbacks made by a trading firm to the procurement staff of its client firms. This special dataset allows us for the first time to observe accurately the level of corruption and associated profit from sales to firms of different types. This enables us to compare the seriousness of corruption as a principal-agency problem in various ownership structures. This paper brings in two results about the relationship between corruption and ownership. First, corruption is not only pervasive among government firms but also among foreign firms. Among foreign firms, OECD firms tend to have a significantly lower level of corruption, except for Japanese firms (in our sample), which are very corrupt. When foreign investors control 100% of buying firms, corruption also goes down. Second, when the selling firm pays higher kickbacks to private firms, it gets higher profit (excluding the kickbacks). This pattern does not hold for government firms, who make large procurement transactions.
In the principal-agency framework, the level of corruption shaped the information asymmetry between the supervisor and procurement staff. The results presented in this paper suggest that such asymmetry might be larger in government and foreign firms than in domestic private firms. And procurement staffs of government firms are able to get a larger share of this information rent, compared to their counterparts in private firms.
Despite these results, we acknowledge the limitations of this dataset. First, we access these confidential records from one firm. It makes it difficult to generalize for the whole market. Although we believe that even if we had access to data from most of the firms in this market, the main results would not change much. This firm is one of the four leading firms in a very competitive industry. 
